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ABSTRACT: The Data Warehouse is the advanced form of the database which is used for decision-making by the executives.
There are several front-end tools for data warehouse available to support decision making. These tools come under the
categories such as OLAP, Data Mining and Enterprise Information System etc. The common thing in using these tools is to
have knowledge about the schema. The users of decision-making systems are top management or executives who are
normally non-technical having less knowledge of the data warehouse schema and about writing database technical queries.
Therefore, Natural Language (NL) interface can facilitate the executives in their decision-making process. The users prefer to
have an easy querying tool that free them from technicalities of back-end processes and let them focus on desired results.
This motivated us to develop a natural language retrieval system (Natural Language Interface to Data Warehouse) that
supports users especially in the ad-hoc query development. Using this system, non-technical users can easily write any adhoc information need in their native language. Users without having the knowledge about back-end query processing and
schema can retrieve any information they want that is available in Data Warehouse. As a result, the complexity and time is
reduced as well as dependency is removed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A data warehouse is a subject oriented, non volatile, integrated and time variant collection of data used in support of
management’s decision making process and business intelligence [1]. It is the collection of different heterogeneous data
bases. A multidimensional model will be very helpful for Executives, Business Analysts and Managers to know all dimensions
for good and effective decision making. Top management may not be technically expert in order to assist top management
for effective and better decision making there is a need of natural language interface to data warehouse. There are several
front-end tools for data warehouse available to support decision making. The common issue in using all front-end tools is
that user must have knowledge about schema and technical queries. Where the process of decision making is performed by
managers, business analyst or executives and all these have little technical knowledge. The users prefer to have an easy
querying tool that free them from technicalities of back-end processes and let them focus on desired results.
Considering the above scenario our intention in this work is to build a natural language interface to support non-technical
users unlike other Business Intelligence (BI) tools that mostly focus on expert users so that we develop and design a system
name as Natural Language Interface to Data Warehouse (NLI to DWH) which has some goals to achieve. The main goal is to
assist Top Management by providing a natural language interface for data warehouse for easy and efficient querying as well
as effective decision making. There are some other goals of developing the system and these are





A system which can be used with minor domain knowledge
Support in ad-hoc query with simplicity
Provide broad scope of analysis
Reduce dependence of I.T staff
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Data Warehouse provides an effective way for analysis and statistic to the mass data, and helps to do the decisionmaking. Data Warehouse integrates several types of operational or external sources to provide multidimensional analysis of
data. For decision purposes, multidimensional model plays a key role in data warehousing. Better understanding of
multidimensional data of an organization could be very beneficial for a businessman or executives. It is also good for an
organization that their executives, business analyst and managers to know about all dimensions of enterprise to take
effective, good and fast decisions.
The Natural Language Interfaces to Databases (NLIDB) [2] facilitate users to write their request in natural language rather
than technical database query language. Several NLIDBs have been developed. There are very few Natural Language
Interfaces has been develop till know. One of them was developed with XML database [3]. Some interfaces are question
answer based [4], [5] and some of the Natural Language Interfaces are domain specific that are made especially for that
domain [6], [7], [8]. Multidimensional models from an implemented data warehouse can be generated by reverse
engineering process [9]. The experiments proved that the approach has been successfully reverse engineered the data
warehouse.

3

DEMONSTRATION OF THE SYSTEM (NLI TO DWH)

The system is design and develop provide a Natural Language Interface to Data Warehouse. This interface helps the users
to query in natural language. A user query in natural language and the results display after searching for relevant context
from data warehouse. When user query at run time it will break the query into parts and each part is checked against schema
objects.
To develop Natural language Interface to Data Warehouse system the C#.Net and Crystal Reports used with SQL Server
2008 database. General architecture of the system is given below. System architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1.

System Architecture

The system provides ability to choose from two search techniques (search online or search offline) to its users. When a
user has selected an option the progress bar shows the current state of system. Synonyms generated for all objects which
will help for mapping the query [10], because user is free to query in natural language and can use any synonyms of any
word. User can generate the synonyms of objects in both searching techniques (search offline and search online). Front end
of Natural Language Interface to Data Warehouse is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2.

3.1

Natural Language Interface to Data Warehouse

SEARCH OPTION

This system provides the ability to the users to choose any search option from online search or offline search. After
choosing any of the above option users is provided an easy interface to make selection of searching.
3.1.1

OFFLINE SEARCH OPTION

The offline search option provides the ability to search results from XML file. In Offline Search system will map user’s
natural language query with the XML file objects and find out the results. User can generate the XML file of a database on
clicking “Generate XML file” button in offline search. A message will be shown to user when XML file generated successfully.
Offline Search Option is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3.

Offline Search Option

Search offline will have the above dash board for user with features of






3.1.2

Generate XML file
View Tree
View History
Redirect to Online Search
Generate Synonyms
Redirect to main View

ONLINE SEARCH OPTION

The online search option provides the ability to search desired results from Database. In Online Search system will map
user’s natural language query with the Database schema objects and find out the results. User can generate the schema tree
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of a database on clicking “View Tree” button in online search. Schema tree will be shown to user. Online Search Option is
shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4.

Online Search Option

Search online will have the above dash board for user with features of





3.2

View Tree
View History
Redirect to Offline Search
Generate Synonyms
Redirect to main View

NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE FOR SEARCHING

User will write any query in natural language (without any syntax) and system will show the desired results e.g. “show me
details about categories”.
User can also write any query in native language whether user wants to search selected results or any other results. User
can query anything from available data according to need e.g. “Show me details about categoryid=1 from products”. NLI
searching window is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5.

3.3

NLI for Searching

GENERATE SYNONYMS OF DATABASE OBJECTS

Synonyms generated for all database objects which will help for mapping the query to Database, because user is free to
query in natural language and can use any synonyms. Synonyms will be generated and stored in dictionary. Mapping of query
to Database objects. User can generate the synonyms of objects in both searching techniques (search offline and search
online). Synonyms generated for all objects which will help for mapping the query, because user is free to query in natural
language and can use any synonyms of any word. Generate Synonyms window is shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6.

3.4

Generate Synonyms

INTELLISENSE OPTION (SUGGESTIONS)

When user writes any word into query box system will show all the suggestions matching with that word existing in
the form of objects in available data so that user can easily and accurately write the query and also helps in saving
time. System’s IntelliSense menu (suggestions pop-up) also focuses on retrieving the desired results for users with providing
the time saving facility. IntelliSense Option (suggestion) window is shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7.

3.5

Suggestions

RANKING MULTIPLE INTERPRETATIONS

When user searches for the data by writing a natural language query that exist in more than one tables system will
automatically map all the existing results for user query and allowing the user to choose their desired results e.g. User
searches “show me details of productid=1” if this information exists in 2 different tables system will show all the available
options that contain this data so that user can view desired results. Ranking Multiple Interpretations shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8.

3.6

Ranking Multiple Interpretations

GROUP BY FUNCTION

System facilitates the user by helping them in setting parameters of query for more efficient search e.g. user viewing the
results of total units in stock system will give them facility of viewing this result against all parameters of (productid, product
name etc). The system also shows results to user for the query in a well formatted structure that is easily understandable to
user. Group by Function is shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9.

3.7

Group by Function

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

System is a dully decision support system e.g. user in a situation wants to see the details of products who are not
available in stock user can simply write “show details about products having unitsinstock=0”. Decision Support System
window is shown in Figure 10.
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Fig. 10. Decision Support System

4

LIMITATIONS

The system has some limitations and these limitations can be addressed in future to enhance our Natural Language
Interface to Data warehouse system. The limitations are






5

Search is pop-up based suggestion list
System Interface shows resultant data only in tabular format
Dashboard menu has limited facilities for end user
To attach another data warehouse change in connection string is necessary and to remove the spaces between
data value
Results against the user searched query is populated in grid view only

CONCLUSION

The expected output from the system was providing a Natural Language Interface to Data Warehouse (NLI to DWH) so
that users with little technical knowledge can easily retrieve desired results and the system achieved the expected output
efficiently and conveniently. By using this system User will query to data warehouse through a natural language interface.
User can retrieve any desired results he/she want to know about data. User can query to data warehouse whether he/she is
not awarded of schema. Decision makers (non-technical users) can easily write any ad-hoc information need in their native
language.
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